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Equations (A-7)-(A-9) yield (56) and (57) once the appropriate Computation, vol. 27, pp. 317-325,1973. 
sample values are chosen. Equations (51) and (58) are derived [14] T. Lyche and L. L. Schumaker, “Computation of smoothing and 

in a similar fashion. interpolating natural splines via local bases,” SIAM J. Numerical 
Analysis. vol. 10. nw. 1027-1038.1973. 
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Recursive Causal Linear F iltering for Two-Dimensional Random 
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Abstract-The causal estimation of a two-parameter Gaussian 
random field in the presence of an additive, independent, white 
Gaussian noise is studied. The dynamics of this random field are 
modeled by partial differential equations from which the recursive 
filtering equations and the generalized Riccati equation are de- 
rived. A  specific example is solved in detail. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE BASIC PROBLEM that we shall consider 
in this paper is the estimation of a two-parameter 

Gaussian random field in the presence of an additive, in- 
dependent, white Gaussian noise. Specifically, consider 
an observation equation of the form 

4(t1,tz) = x(t1,t2) + 7&1,t2), @1,t2) E  T (1.1) 

where t denotes the observation, x is a Gaussian random 
field, 7 is a Gaussian random field independent of x and 
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having a  covariance function 

-w~lJ2hbl,~2) = NC&, - sdS(t, - sd, (1.2) 

and T is a  rectangle in the plane, say T = (uJI~) X (a&2). 
Because x and 77  are jointly Gaussian, the general  estima- 
tor 

J3[3ch~z)l~hsz), hs2) E Sl (1.3) 

is l inear in [ for any set S in T. Thus the mean ing of the 
word “linear” in the title is clear. 

For each t in T, denote by At the quadrant below and 
to the left of t, i.e., 

At = ((~1,s~): s1 6 tl,s2 d t2). (1.4) 

W e  shall call At the past at t. Let dAt denote the boundary 
of&, 

dAt = Ksdd: sl d t11 u Kt1,s2): s2 6 t21. (1.5) 

W e  shall call dAt the present at t. W e  write 

W I4 = ~b(t)ltb),~ E A,). (1.6) 

By the “causal” estimator, we shall mean  i(t ] t), which is 
the estimator of x(t) that uses only the past data at t. 

By “recursive filtering,” we shall refer to a  means of 
suitably embedding R (t ] t) in a  state X(t) so that, for t’ > 
t (which means tl’ 2 tl and t2’ > t2), X(f) can be  com- 
puted using X(t) and the observed data in the area be- 
tween At! and At. The results of [l] show that if x(t) has 
a  Markovian property (in the sense that t’ t t implies the 
conditional independence of x (t’) from the past of x at t 

given the present of x at t), then recursive filtering is in- 
deed possible, and  the state can be  taken as 

X(t) = (32(sI t), s E dAtJ. (1.7) 

To mode l the dynamics of x (t), we shall take a  class of 
partial differential equations, which are often so used in 
the literature [2]-[5]. F  rom these mode ling equations, we 
shall derive the recursive filtering equat ions and the gen- 
eralized Riccati equation. The  Riccati equat ion will be  
solved for one  specific example, corresponding to the case 
where x(t) is a  homogeneous random field with a  spectral 
density function given by 

s, blP2) = 
I(iv1+ 4v2 + ct2)12’ 

The problem considered here is to be  distinguished from 
the problem of comput ing the estimation R (t 1, t 2 ] t 1, Tz) for 
a  fixed T2 as tl changes. The  latter m ight be  described as 
one-sided-recursive half-plane-causal filtering, which has 
been considered in a  recent paper  by Wong  and Tsui [6]. 
The  problem treated in this paper  is considerably more 
complex, owing to the inherently two-dimensional dy- 
namics of information change. Whether the results are 
more useful is arguable, but we think that, aside from its 
mathematical interest, the two-dimensional recursive 
causal filter is important for a  number  of reasons which 
include the following. 

1) It allows data to be  added in either or both directions, 
-nd reduces to the one-sided filter as a  degenerate lim iting 
case. 

2) The  state X(t) as given by (7) plays a  special role in 
the computat ion of the likelihood ratio [7], which in turn 
is essential in hypothesis testing and parameter estima- 
tion. 

3) One  expects, and  the results vindicate this, that the 
dynamics of 32  (t ] t) follows closely that of x (t ). 

4) Most importantly, the state X(t) = (32(s I t),s E dAtj 
plays a  generic role in recursive computat ion for all esti- 
mation problems, much like that played by the causal es- 
timator in one  dimension. Thus whether or not one  is in- 
terested in causal estimators per se, recursive computat ion 
forces them to be  considered. 

II. W IENERPROCESSANDSTOCHASTICINTEGRALS 

As in the one-dimensional case, the pathology of white 
noise can be  avoided by deal ing with its integral. Let W(A) 
be a  Gaussian random function parameterized by sets A 
in the plane such that EW(A) = 0  and 

EW(A)W(B) = area (A n I?). (2.1) 

W e  shall call W(A) a standard two-parameter W iener 
process. Formally, we can view W(A) as the integral over 
A of a  Gaussian white noise with spectral density equal  to 
1. W e  can now integrate both sides of (1.1) and  obtain an  
observation equat ion in terms of a  standard W iener pro- 
cess W  

2(t) = S At x(s)ds + -\/NOW&) (2.2) 

where At is the lower left quadrant of T with tip at t as 
defined earlier, and  2  is now the observed field. The  
W iener process W  is independent for nonover lapping 
areas, and  this captures the independence property of 
white noise. 

Our experience with one-parameter processes suggests 
that, in deal ing with a  W iener process and its transfor- 
mations, a  stochastic calculus is necessary, and  such a  
calculus must be  closely related to a  theory of martingales. 
These considerations motivated Wong  and Zakai [8], [9] 
and  Cairoli and  W a lsh [lo] to undertake a  systematic study 
of martingales with a  two-dimensional parameter and  their 
associated stochastic calculus. These results will be  briefly 
summarized in this section. 

W e  begin with some notation and terminology. For two 
points t and s on  the plane, t > s will mean  tla  sr and  t2 
3 sz. Let T be a  rectangle. A family of u-fields (3,,t E Tj 
is said to be  increasing if t > s implies that 3t > 3,. A 
random field (M(t),t E TJ is said to be  adapted to (3t,t E 
T] if, for each t in T, M(t) is 3t-measurable, and  is a  
martingale with respect to (3t,t E T) if t > s implies 
that 

E(M(t)l3,) = M(s) a.s. (2.3) 

To be  brief, we shall say M(t) is an  3,-martingale or that 
(M(t),3t) is a  martingale. 
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Let (3,,t E T} be an increasing family of u-fields. Let W 
be a standard Wiener process such that W(A) is 3t-mea- 
surable if A C At, and St-independent if A and At are 
disjoint. Then {W(A,),3t,t E T] is a martingale, and we 
shall investigate stochastic integrals with respect to W. 
The first stochastic integral to be introduced, and it is an 
obvious generalization of the Ito integral, is of the form 

M= S * $(S)W(dS), (2.4) 

where $ is an 3t-adapted random field and satisfies 

S E@(s)ds < 00. (2.5) 
T 

This integral can be defined as the quadratic-mean limit 
of a sequence of approximating sums, i.e., 

M = lim in q.m. C $(tij’“‘) W(Aijcn)) (2.6) n-m ij 
where, for each n, (tij’“‘{ is a rectangular partition of T, 

Aijb) = ti+lj+l(n) - ti+l,j(n) - tii++) + tij(d, 

and (tij’“‘) refines to zero as n - 03. So defined, M has the 
martingale property that 

E(MI 3t) = s,, 44s) W&J. (2.7) 

In [8], Wong and Zakai raised the question as to whether 
every square-integrable functional of a Wiener process is 
expressible in the form of (2.4). While the answer for the 
one-parameter case is affirmative, the answer for a pa- 
rameter space of dimension two or more is not. For a two- 
parameter Wiener process, every square-integrable func- 
tional is of the form 

M= S 44s) W(ds) + 
T S TXT ~kv’) W(ds)WW. 

(2.8) 

The second integral in (2.8), to be defined shortly, will be 
called a multiple stochastic integral. Cairoli and Walsh [lo] 
introduced a class of mixed integrals, which, slightly 
modified, were found to be required for a complete sto- 
chastic calculus in the plane [9], [ll]. 

Multiple stochastic integrals and mixed integrals can 
all be expressed as 

S TXT !ws’M(ds)Y(W 
where X and Y are either the Wiener process W or the 
Lebesgue measure. Lets A s’ denote the fact that sr d sr’ 
but ss 2 ss’. Then, for 1,5 which satisfy the condition a) 
$(s,s’) is measurable with respect to 3~~~7,~~) and b) Is hS’ 
E$2(s,s’)dsds’ < 00, the integral is defined by 

S TXT $(s,s’M(ds)Y(ds’) 
= lim in q.m. C Il/(s,s’)X(As)Y(As’) (2.9) 

n-m ShS’ 
S,S’E Tn 

where T, is a sequence of partitions of T which refine to 
zero, and As stands for the forward incremental area 

As = (sr + di,sz + 62) - (sr + &,sg) 
- hs2 + 62) + h92). 

In [II], it was shown that if a random field X( t ) is defined 
by 

x(t) = S At Hs)W(ds) + S A XA 4s’) Wds) WW) t t 
+ S A XA oh’) W(dsMs’ + t t S A XA yhs’)dsW(ds’) t t 
+ S e(s)ds (2.10) 

At 

then F(X(t)), for a suitably differentiable function F, is 
again expressible as the sum of integrals of the same 
types. 

It is tempting to write the multiple stochastic integral 
and the mixed integrals as iterated integrals. This can be 
done as follows. Suppose that I? is an increasing path 
connecting the minimal point and the maximal point of the 
rectangle T. For any point s in T, we define s(f) as the 
smallest point on l? which dominates s, i.e., 

s(I) = min (t: t E r, t t s}. (2.11) 

Let 4(s) be a random function and let I‘ be an increasing 
path such that 4(s) is 3,(r)-measurable for each s. We shall 
say I$ is r-adapted. If $ is r-adapted for some I, then the 
stochastic integral 

M= S T $(s)W(ds) (2.12) 

can again be defined. We note that if 4(s) is 3C,-measura- 
ble, then it is S,(r)-measurable for any increasing r. Hence, 
the definition of (2.12) represents a considerable gener- 
alization over (2.4). If 4 is r-adapted, then the integral 

Mt = S At d4s) W(ds) 

is a martingale (one-parameter) on the path t E I’. With 
this generalization, we can now express the multiple sto- 
chastic integral and the mixed integrals as iterated inte- 
grals, i.e., 

S TXT $b,s’)X(ds)Y(ds’) 
I(s A s’)$(s,s’)X(ds) Y(ds’) 1 
I(s A s’)$(s,s’)Y(ds’) X(ds) 1 

where I(s h s’) denotes the indicator function of the set in 
T X T of (s,s’) which satisfy s A s’, and the inner and outer 
integrals are either a Lebesgue integral or a stochastic in- 
tegral in the sense of (2.12). For example, let T be the 
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t2 A (respectively, 

s’u-,I r, t1 tz 
b M(t,,t,) = M O  + 

ss 
h(tl,Sl,S2) 

a1 a2 

- [Z(ds&2) - ( R sl,s21tl,s2)dslds2].) (3.3-2) 

i-1 W e  note that the only difference between these two rep- 
resentations is the term involving R. 

Equation (3.3) can usefully be  rewritten in a  differential 
form as 

t 
t1 M(dtdd = 

Fig. 1. The path rl. 
- i(tl,s&,t2)dtldsz], (3.4-l) 

rectangle (s: a  1  6  s1 d  bl,a:! < sg < 62). Then 

S TxT v%s’)dsW (ds’) 
= SD- T 

TI(~ A s’)+(s,s’)ds W(ds’) 1 
where the integrand ST I(s A s’)rl/(s,s’)ds of the outer in- 
tegral is adapted to the path r1 = ((ul,s2),u2 d  ss d  b2) + 
((sl,b2),al d sr d  bl). (See F ig. 1.) It follows that 

Mt = S A XA W ,s’)dsW(W 
t t 

is a  one-parameter martingale with respect to (3(t,,b,),ar 
d  t I d  bl). Similarly, 

Mt = S A xA il/b,s’) W(ds)ds’ 
t t 

is a  martingale with respect to (3(bl,tz),a2 d t2 d b2). W e  
shall call a  random field (M,,t E T) an adapted (3tJ one- 
martingale (two-martingale) if Mt is 3t-measurable, for 
each t , and  is a  one-parameter martingale with respect to 
3~~) (respectively, 3~bl,td 

III. FILTERINGEQUATIONS 

Once again, consider the observation equat ion 

z(t) = S x(s)ds + 2/N,W(t). (3.1) 
Al 

Let 3t denote the a-field generated by (x(s),W(s),s < t\, 
and let 3,t denote the o-field generated by (Z(s),s < t). Let 
R (s I t ) denote the conditional expectation 

(respectively, 

M(tl,dt2) = S t1 k(t l,SlJ2) 

. [l;dsldtz) - R(sl,tzl t&)dsldtz].) (3.4-2) 

These forms suggest certain lim itations on  the recursion 
of the causal estimation 32  (t I t). For example, consider an  
incremental change tl - tl + dt,. Then 

dt,Wlt) - E[dt,x(t)l3,t] = M(dt& (3.5) 

where {M(t), 3,t I is a  martingale in t I for each t2. There- 
fore, 

dt$(tlt) - E[dt,x(t)13,tl 

S tz = k(t2,tl,s2)[Z(dtlds2) - 12(tl,s2ltl,t2)dtlds2], 
a2 

(3.6) 

and this means that, no  matter what the dynamics of x are, 
the best recursion that can be  hoped for in t 1 is for the line 
bwl,S2lW2), a2 d s2 d  t2). A similar conclusion follows 
in the t 2 direction. 

The  foregoing also suggests that, for line-by-line rec- 
ursive filtering to be  possible in both directions, an  ap- 
propriate mode l for the dynamics of x is given by 

x(dtl,tzJ = ~l(tl,tz)x(tl,tW l 

S tz + h l(tl,t2 ;s2)V(dtlds2) a2 
x(tl&) = w(tl,tz)x(tdz)dtz 

12(slt) = E[x(s)~3,tl. (3.2) + S ~:‘fz(tl,tz;s~)x(sl,t2)dsl 

A generalization of the innovations representation in one  
dimension is that, if M(t) is an  adapted YZt one-mart ingale ’ S f1h2(t~,t2;sl)V(dsldt2) (3.7) al 
(two-martingale), it must be  of the form where V is a  standard W iener process independent of the 

t1 
t2 

M(tl,t2) = MO + 
ss 

k(t2,sl,sd 
observation noise W , and where ai, fi, and hi are deter- 

a1 a2 m inistic functions. Naturally, since d12x(dtl,tJ = 
dtlx(tl,dt2), the functions ai, fi, and  hi must be  interre- 

- [Z(dslW - ( 12 s1,s21sl,t2)dslds2] (3.3-l) lated. It is easy to verify that, subject to some obvious 
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differentiability conditions on the kernels, a sufficient, 
condition for x to satisfy (3.7) is that it should satisfy the 
symmetric equation 

xtdtl&) = ~lttl,t2)dtlxttl,dt2) 
+ a2ttl,t2)dt2xtdtl,t2) + pttl,t2)xttl,t2)dtldta 
+ ~ttl,tdVtdt&d (3.8) 

from which the functions fi and hi can be found to be ex- 
pressible as 

flkS2) = 
[ 

P(t) + altthtt) - -j$xdt)] 
2 

Lf t2 
- exp 4tl,TaWT2 s2 1 

f2G1t2;sd = 
[ 

P(t) + %(tbZ(t) - &n2(t)] 
1 

[s t1 

- exp wtwt2)d~l 
Sl 1 

Lf 
t2 

httdm) = yttl,td exp 4tl,ddT2 
s 2 1 

Lf 
t1 

Mtdm) = yttl,t2) ew ~1twtdd~1 . (3.9) 
$1 1 

At any t, the state of the filtering equation is X (t ) = 
(32 (s I t), s E dAt). The first set of filtering equations will 
exhibit the change in these quantities as t 1 - t 1 + dt 1 or 
as t2 - tz + dt,, one at a time. These equations would be 
“partial differential” equations similar to (3.7). Since only 
tl or t2 changes, these are basically one-dimensional 
equations, and the only aspect of their derivation which 
is two-dimensional is the innovations representation (cf., 
(3.6)). Generally, let d(tl,t2) be any random function and 
let 8(t 1 t) denote E[B(t) I t]. Then, the same line of reasoning 
leading to (3.6) will also yield the representation 

d&It) = E[d,,B(t)l3,,] + St” kl(t,s2)~(dtlds21t) 
a2 

&,&It) = E[dt28(t))3,tl + Stlk~(t,sl)i(dsldtp(t) 
a1 

where z(ds I t) denotes the “innovations” process 

z(dslt) = Z(ds) - i(slt)ds 
= [x(s) - 32(sIt)]ds + -\/KW(ds). (3.10) 

Now, consider a point on the boundary dAt , say ( T1,t 2) 
with Tl d tl. Since dt1x(T1,t2) = 6,,t,x(dtl,t2) (where fi,b 
= 1, if a = b; b,b = 0, otherwise), we have 

dt$bd&) = ~TltlE[x(dtl,t2)Igztl 

+ S t2 k(~l,t2;tl,s2)&dtlds2~t). (3.11) 
a2 

Using (3.7), we obtain 

EWwdI3ztl = dt, 4tkWlt) 

+ S t2fl(t;sz)f(tl,s21t)ds2 . 1 (3.12) 
a2 

Therefore, 

dt $h,hlt) = b,t,dt, altt)itt 1 t) 

+ SW ~~~fl(t;s2)f(fI,s”lt)ds2 1 
+ S t2 k(q,t2;tl,s2)~(dtlds2( t). (3.13) 

a2 
The gain function k can be computed by noting that, for 

72 6 t2, 

W&h,t2lWtt ^ 1~~2lt)ll~ztI 
^ 

= Z(t1,721t)E[dt132(7l,t2lt)l3,tl 
+ ft~1,t2lt)E[~tdtl,T2lt)l3,tl 
+ No S ” k(~l,t2;tl,s2)dtlds2. 

ap 

On the other hand, since W and V are independent Wiener 
processes, we have 

EW t&h,td~th,~2~ t)] I3,tj 
= 2tt,,72lt)E[dtlx tTl,t2)I 3,tl 
+ E[xtT1,t2)~tt1,T2lt)l3zt]. 

Because 

E[dt,~b~,t2It)l&l = %-&,xh,tdl3,,1 
we have 

S 72 No k(~l,t2;tl,+dds&l a’, 
= E[ttT1,t2lt)~tdtl,T2lt)l3~t] 
= S “) E[hhl t)&,% l t) I3,tldszdtl a2 

where ~(sl t) denotes the estimation error x(s) - 32(sI t). 
Therefore, 

1 
ktmt2;tl,d = - dwh;tml t) 

No 
(3.14) 

where p denotes the conditional covariance function 

P(SJlt) = E[dsItMlt)l%t]. (3.15) 

The filtering equation (3.13) can now be written as 

dt$bd2lt) = b,t,dt, adtE(tlt) 

+ Se ~~*f~(t;Sp)f(tl,SZlt)ds? I 

+1 S tz 

No az 
P(Tl,t2;tl,s2lt)~(dtIdS2lt). 

Similarly, we can derive the equations for dt $ (T1, t2 I t ) and 
dt $ (t I,72 1 t ). These can all be expressed in a generic form 
as follows. For any point 7 on the boundary dAt, we can 
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write 
dt$(Tlt) 

This is seen to be a quadratic integro-differential equation 
for the quantity 

+-L S te j+;tl,s2/ t)z(dtlds,l t) 
No a2 Both (3.17) and (3.18) can be expressed more simply if we 

agree to the convention 
dt.$(+) 

= &,t,dtz 
[ 

W(df(+) + S a171 f2(T;sl)f(sl./2lt)dsl] f lkS2) = hl(GS2) = 0, for sz > t2 
+1 S t’ p(T;sl,t21 t)g(dsldt21 t). (3.16) f2kSl) = h2(t;s1) = 0, for si > tl. 

No a1 

Equation (3.16) represents the basic filtering equation for 
the two-dimensional problem, even though other forms 
derived by it may be more useful. Before deriving the al- 
ternative forms, however, we shall first find the generalized 
Riccati equation which is satisfied by the covariance 
function p. 

For T,T’ E dAt, we have two distinct situations. Either 
T and 7’ are on the same segment of d& or they are on 
different segments. We shall first consider P(T,T’/ t) for T 

and T’ on the same segment of a&, say p(tl,T2;tl,T2’t). 

Using (3.7) and (3.16), we have 

dt&m)t) = dt, dh,~d~(h,Qlt) 

+ 

+ S “) hl(tl,T2;s2)v(dt,ds2) 
(12 

1 S 
tq -- 

No a” 
Ph&~>&) 

Adopting this convention, we have the following equations 
for p(~,~‘lt), when T and 7’ are on the same segment of’ 
dAt : 

$ PhT2;h,T2’lt) 
1 

= [OIl(t1,72) + Oll(t1,T2’)]P(tl,T2;tl,T2’lt) 

+ S .:’ Vl(tl,T2;S2)P(tl,T2’;tl,SZlt) 

+ fl(tl,T2’;s2)P(tl,T2;tl,S2lt)lds2 

+ S t2 hl(tl,T2;S2)hl(tl,T2’;S2)dS2 
a2 

1 S t2 -- P(tl,T2;tl,S2lt)P(tl,T2’;tl,S2It)dS:! (3.19) 
No a2 

z Pht2;TLt21t) 
2 

. [t(h,sglt)dtldsg + v’& W(dtIds&]. (3.17) = [a2(71J2) + a2(T1’,t2)lP(T1,t2;Tl’>t2lt) 

It follows that 

dtldtm;tm’lt) = E(dtl[~(tl,T2lt)E(tl,z~‘lt]l3*t~ + S .1’ V2(7l,t2;sl)P(Tl’,t2;Sltt2lt) 

= E{t(tl,T2’t)dtIt(tl,T21t) + ~(tl,721t)dtlt(tl,T2/It) 
min (T~,T$) + f2(Tl’,t2;sl)P(Tl,t2;Sl,t21 t)ldsl 

+ S h~(tl,zz;sz)h~(t~,z2’;sz)ds2dtl a” t1 

+’ 

+ 

S 
t2 S h2(T1,tz;sl)h2(71’,t2;Sl)dS1 

a1 

No a" 
p(tl,T2;t~,S2lt)P(tl,72’;tl,s2lt)ds2dtl 

1 
which yields --S t1 

No a1 
p(dz;s&l t)Ph’,t2;S&l t)dsl. (3.20) 

~p(t*,T2;tl,T2qt) = [LYl@l,T2) + w(t1,72')1 
1 Now for T and f on opposite legs of aAt, ~(T,T’\ t) has the 

- P(h,T2;h,T2’1 t) + S ~~‘f~(tl,T2;S2)P(tllTZ’;t1,S21t)ds2 
form p(T1,t2;t1,T21 t). To find (d/dtl)p(Tl,t2;tl,T21t), we first 

write, for 71 < tl, 

S min (TZ.T~‘) 
+ hl(tl,T2;sZ)hl(tl,T2’;s2)dS2 1 t2 

a2 =-- S 
1 No a2 

P(d2;tl,S2J 

- Sf2p(tl,~2;tl,szlt)p(tlr’?l;tl,S?I t)dsz. 
No 

(3.18) a2 . [c(t1,s21 t)dtldsz + 6 W(dtldsz). (3.21) 
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We can now use (3.17) and (3.21) to get where M is a weak martingale, with the state equation 

dtlPhW1rhlt) 
(3.8), viz., 

= E(dtl[~(tl,T21t)~(T1,t2~t)]~3~t~ dtldt2x(t) = al(t)dt,dt,x(t) 
+ 4tk&,dtp(t) + B(t)x(t)dt + r(t)V(dt) 

= E t(tl,T21t)dtl~(Tl,t21t) + t(Tl,tzlt)dt,E(t1,72It) 1 where V is a Wiener process. This is a direct generalization 
of the filtering equation in one dimension, as simple a 
generalization as could have been hoped for. 

= dt, (Yl(tl,Tp)P(tl,T2;T1,t2(t) 
1 

IV. AN EXAMPLE 

Possibly the simplest nontrivial example is the so-called 

+ S aI" fl(t2,72;s2)P(tls2;Tllt2( t)dS:! “separable-covariance” model which has been used by a 
number of authors [4], [5] and corresponds to the special 

1 --S t2 
case of (3.8) with al(t) = -cl, a2(t) = -cs, P(t) = -c1c2, 

No a2 
P(tl,T2;tl,szlt)P(tl,S2;71,t21t)dS2 (3.22) and y(t) = 1. It also corresponds to the case where the state 

r(t) is a homogeneous Gaussian random field with a 
We observe that if p(tl,T2;tl,s21 t) is determined by solving spectral density function given by 
(3.19), then (3.22) is a linear equation for the function 
p(t1,T2;?1,t21 t). By symmetry, we also have Sbl,~Z) = 

1 
. 

I (iv1 + Cl)bZ + c2,l” 
(4.1) 

; P(h,T2;Td21t) 
We shall attempt to solve for p in the infinite-past case, i.e., 

2 
when al = uz = --03. Consider (3.19). For this example, fi 
= 0, and 

1 --S t1 

No al 
P(Tl,t2;s2,t2lt)P(tl,T2;Sllt2lt)dS1 (3.23) 

Equations (3.19), (3.20), (3.22), and (3.23) provide us with 
a complete set of equations which determines P(T,T’[ t), 7,~’ 

E dAt. 
Equation (3.16) represents the filtering counterpart of 

the state equation (3.7). The question arises as to what is 
the filtering counterpart of (3.8). After some tedious but 
routine manipulations, we find that, for any T E dAt, 32 (~1 t) 
satisfies 

dt,dt,fb(t) - &,t~~~(t)dt~dt+W~t) 
+ a2(t)dt2dt19(tlt) + P(t)iWlt)dtldtzl 

1 =- S t2 [dtzP(T;tl,s2(t)]2(dtlds2l t) No a2 

+1 S t1 k&d No al % t2~t)]~(dwb~ t) 
++/(‘;tIt)i(dtIt). 

If we denote the left side by M(dt;?), then, for each 7 E dAt, 
M is a “weak martingale” in the sense that 

0 = -2clrl(u,u) + -& e-c21U-Ul 
2 

- k Om rl(u,y)rl(u,y)dy, 06u, u<a 
0 S 

or 

(3.24) S 
m No 

0 
rl(u,y)rl(u,y)dy + 2clNgrl(u,u) = g- e-czlu-ul, 

2 

0 d u, u < 00. (4.5) 

E[M(dt;T)[&,] = 0. 

Thus in this sense, M(dt;T) might be considered to be 
“white.” We should compare the filtering equation 

dt,dt,Wlt) = 4t)dt,dt,f(tlt) 

Equation (4.5) can be solved by using the Karhunen-Lo&e 
expansion for (Nc/2cz) exp (-cz]~ -VI) on0 <u, u < 00. 
Actually, this is a degenerate expansion since, because the 
interval is infinite in length, the spectrum will no longer 
be discrete. In any event, if we represent 

+ aa(t)dt,dt,?(tlt) + ,@t)Z(tlt)dt + M(dt;t) (3.25) 
Noe-e2,u-“, = 
2~2 S m X(v)6(v,u)$(v,u)dv, 0 d U, u < a 

0 

hl(tl,T2;S2) = e-c2(r2-s2)1(T2 - Sq) (4.2) 

where l(s) is the unit step function. It follows that 

S t2 

a2 

hl(tl,?2;S2)hl(tl,?2’;S2)dS2 = $r?b=‘l, 
2 

(4.3) 

Furthermore, it is clear that, with an infinite past in the 
tl direction, p(t1,T2$1,~2’1 t) cannot depend on tl, and its 
dependence on the remaining variables t2,71,72’ can only 
be as a function of t2 - 72 and t2 - 72'. We shall define the 
function 

rlb,u) = p(W2 - Wd2 - ult) 
and use it to rewrite (3.19) in the form 

(4.4) 
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where 4  satisfies the orthonormality condit ion 

S m  ~hyMu’,y)dy = a(~ - 4  
0 

then the solution of (4.5) can be  expressed as 
m  

rlb,u) = S [h2N02 + X(u) - c~No]~(u,u)~(u,u)du. o 

The function $(Y,u) and  X(u) can be  obtained by solving 
the integral equat ion 

S m No e-c21u-ul$(u)du = X$(u), 0dU-c~ 
0 2c2 

which in turn can be  converted into a  differential equat ion 
(see, e.g., [13], [14]) 

A (C22-3 4(u) = Nod(u), o<u<a 

with the initial condit ion 

da) = Czda) 

and a  boundedness condit ion on  4(u) as u  - a. Properly 
normalized, the solutions are 

$(u,u) = j/: c2i+ u2  [c2 sin uu  + u  cos VU] 

No X(u) = ___ 
cg + u2  . 

Therefore, the solution for rl(u,u) is given by 
2 

rl(u,u) = - C~CZNO 
n- 

1  -1 

1+ 
Noci2~22(1 + u2) 1 

.i+ * 

(1 + us) 
sin czuu + u  cos czuu] 

. [sin cpu + u cos cpu]du. 

It is clear that, by symmetry, we can define 

r2tf-w) = p(tl - uJ2;tl - uJ2lt) 

and r2 must be  given by 
2 

rx(u,u) = - C~C~NO 
n- 

1  -1 
1+ 

Noc12~22(1 + u2) 1 
- L  [sin ciuu + u  cos c,uu] 

1 + us 
. [sin cluu + u cos cluu]du. 

Since rl(O,O) and r-2(0,0) are both equal  to p(t ] t), they must 
be  the same. It is easy to verify that the expressions we 
have obtained for rl and r2 are consistent with this re- 
quirement. 

The  solutions r1 and r-2 give us P(T,T’~ t) for T, T’ on the 
same leg of dAt. To complete the solution of the filtering 
problem, we still need p(tl,T2;71,t2/ t), which must satisfy 
(3.22) and  (3.23). W e  note that, for the case at hand, 
p(t1,?2;T1,t21t) depends Only on tl - ~1 and t2 - 72. 

Therefore, it is convenient to define q(Tl,Tz) =  p(tl,tz - 

57 

T2;tl - Tl,t21 t) and rewrite (3.22) and  (3.23) as 
a ~dW )= -‘W (Tl,Td -L S m  No 0  rl(n ,Sdq(W 2 )dS2 
a  

~q(Tl,Td= -Caq(T1,72) - -!- S No 0 
-r2(?1,Sl)q(S1,?2)dS~. 

Consistency requires that 

<i&+4 Sum rl(T2 ,%hl(WddS2 
= (i&+4 K r2(WdqhT2)dsl 

which is assured provided that q(TI,S2) = f(C171$2S2) and 
that f is a  symmetric function. 

W e  can solve for q(Tl,s2) by assuming it to be  of the 
form 

S a q(W2) = Ablc1Td~b1wddu 
0 

where 

6(&T) =  j/z $& (Sin UT + U cos UT) 

is orthonormalized so that 

S - 6(u,T)d(u’,T)dT = 6(U - U’). 
0  

Since rI(T2,S2) is given by 

r1(72,S2) = ClC2No S m  K(u)~(u,czt2)~(u,casz)du 
0 

with 
1  -1 

K(u) = 1  + 
No~12~22(1 + u2) 

we have 

$ A(u,c~T~) + ci[l + K(u)]A(u,cITI) = 0 
dT1 

or 

Ab,Cl~d = 

A(u,O) can be  found by 
that 

A(u,O)e-[l+K(“)l~“l. 

noting that q(0,72) =  rl(O,Td so 

S - A(u,O)0(u,c2yJdu 
0 

= clc2N0 S m K(u)B(u,0)8(u,c272)du 
0 

or 

A(u,O) = c~c~N&(u)~(u,O). 

Therefore, 

q(Tl,%‘) = C1CzNo S mK(u)e-[1+K(u)~Clrl~(u,0)~(u,c~~2)du. 
0 
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Symmetry dictates that q must also be expressible as 

q(sTd = WZNO S oK(y)e-[l+K(u)lczrz~(~,O)~(u,c~~~)d~. 
0 

This is indeed true, and we can write q in a symmetric form 
as 

dTl,d = m ss - w2No 

0 o [ci2cs2N0(1 + v2)( 1 + p2) + l] 

* e(u,O)e(Cl,O)s(u,clTl)e(~,c2T2)dud~. 
Finally, we can use the solution p to obtain the transfer 

function of the one-quadrant causal Wiener filter. Take 
the first equation of (3.16) and write it formally for the 
present example as 

-+(t1,r21t1,t2) = -c1%,721w2) 
1 

+1. S tz 

No -- 
rl(t2 - 72J2 - s2) 

- [E(teJ - ~(h,S2lh,tdldS2 

where [ represents the observed field in the original white 
noise form (c.f., (1.1)). The stationarity inherent in the 
present example suggests that we can write f(tl,h - Qlh,t2) 

t1 t2 
= ss h(T2$1 - a2 - s&h,sddwb.. 

-m -m 

If we define Hl(72;ul,u2) as the Fourier transform of hi, 
i.e., 

m m 
H1(72;w2) = 

ss 
hl(T2;s1,s2)e--i(vlsl+u2s2)dslds2 

0 0 

then Hr must satisfy the equation 

(iv1 + c1)H1(72;wJ2) 

+L- m S No 0 
r1(72,S2)Hl(S2;ul,u2)dS2 = L h(wd No 

where 

S 
m 

h(72,yz) = e-iv2s2r(T2,s2)ds2. 
0 

HI can be obtained by assuming it to be of the form 

H1(72;w2) = S om Al(V;Vl,V2)e(u,c272)dy. 

The coefficient A1 is easily shown to be given by 

A1b;w2) = 
Kb) 

e lp 

i 411 

( > 
c1 + 11 + K(v)1 ( > 

c2 
where 

K(u) = [(l + [Noc12c22(1 + u~)]-~)~‘~ - l] 

and 
&q.t) = S - 6(v,T)e+‘d?. 

0 

A more explicit expression for H~(T~;u~,u~) can be obtained 
by carrying out the necessary integration for 8 to obtain 

‘0 =rl+K;;)$),~u2::;;;u2T] 
+L m 

K(v) [l+i (z)] (iu)eivczr2 

a S -co 

IY 
l+K(u)+i(z)](l -iv)[uz- (zJ]~~ 

where the integral is to be interpreted as a Cauchy prin- 
cipal-value integral. 

By setting 72 = 0 in H~(TQ~,u~), we get the transfer 
function for the Wiener filter for i(t It). Symmetry dictates 
that the transfer function 

H(w2) = HltO;w2) 

must be a symmetric function of (vi/~) and (vs/cs). This 
symmetry is far from obvious in the integral representation 
for H1(72;~1,u2). To, obtain a symmetric expression for 
Hl(O;u&, write 

H1(O;w2) = S - Alb;uw&WOdu o 

S 
m KbMdN = 

0 
+ 1 + K(u) 1 

A comparison with the expression previously obtained for 
q(Tl,d Viz., 
q(Tl,Td = w2No S mK(v)e-[1+K(“)lcl’18(u,0)B(v,c2~2)du 

0 

yields a symmetric expression for H~(O;VI,Q): 

H1(O;w2) 

1 co m =- 
No0 oe ss 

--i(vlsl+u272)q(?1,72)d?1d?2 

= ss m [l + c12c22No(l + u2)(1 + p2)]-l 

.,,,;&eo,, (u,;) 8 (u,:) dudp. 

The relationship between q and H implies that we can 
write 

W1,t2lw2) 

1 t1 t2 
=- 

ss No -oD 
q(t1 - ~1~2 - s2)4(w2)ds&2 

-m 
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Thus far, we have not been able to determine the degree 
of generality of this relationship. 

V. DISCUSSION 

W e  have chosen to derive the ma in filtering equat ion 
(3.24) by considering the partial differentials in each di- 
rection. In effect, we took the path of successive differen- 
tiation. A more elegant and  a  more easily general ized al- 
ternative derivation is the following. 

a) If we define M(T,dt) to be  the left side of (3.24), then 
we can show that M must be  a  weak martingale. 

b) An innovations representation for 3*,-weak mar- 
tingales can be  derived which shows that M must be  of the 
form 

M(T,t) = S At e(T,s)&ds Is) + S AtxAt +(7&s’) 

- @(dsls v  s’)&ds’ls v  s’) - p(s,s’ls v  s’)dsds’] 

+ S AtxAt $l(T;s,s’)ds~(ds’Is V s') 

+ S AtxAt &(T;s,s’)g(ds 1s V s’)ds’. 

c) Since M must be  linear in 2, the second integral must 
vanish, and  what remains yields the general  form of 
(3.24). 

This derivation suffers from the disadvantage of not 
readily yielding the gain functions as byproducts. Hence 
we chose the more direct approach. 

Let t > T. The problem of determining f (T I t ) m ight be  
termed a  smoothing problem. W e  note that the difference 
betweenf(Tlt) andi(?l?) 1  ies entirely in the observation. 

59 

Using (3.24), we can recursively compute i(Tlt) as t 
changes by again using X(t) = (f (s I t),s E dAt 1, justifying 
in part our remark in the introduction that X(t) plays a  
generic role in all estimation problems. 
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